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Summary
The main objectives of the tasks 1.4 & 1.5 were to investigate on new technologies for detection
of fires and to report on small scale tests done on prototypes resulting from the above
investigation.
The result is a combined report on the research findings for image processing for fire detection.
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Introduction
Most preferable: no fire starts in or gets into a tunnel. But when it does, it’s a matter of time!
Reality teaches that even the behavior of experienced drivers is unpredictable, that the longer it
takes before alerting the tunnel operator, the higher the risk of a small fire escalating into a
disaster and the higher the risk of other vehicles driving towards the scene of the incident, that
the longer the time before proper action is taken the bigger the structural damage to the tunnel
and the higher the economical losses because of the traffic stop….
Crucial is time! The shorter the time to detect whatever incident in a tunnel, the faster the
reaction. The more performant the detection information, the more effective the actions taken
based on that information.
The time between the start of the fire + the detection of the fire + the start of any mitigation
measures and/or the arrival of the fire brigade, is a very important time-line. New Technologies
should therefore focus on shorten the timeline drastically to be able to improve on more
efficient use of the available time, resources and materials.
Video detection has a unique answer to that requirement because:
= Wide area detection
= Direct incident detection and therefore extremely fast
= Real time analysis of camera images that cover the road providing operators with visual
information to verify
Video detection, as part of cctv, is already known. But within the Uptun project special attention
was given to a new algorithm based on image processing for detecting stationary and
moving fires. After algorithm and parameter optimization satisfactory results where obtained on
the evaluation set.
Uptun is all about new technologies, but whatever technology never equals a 100%. Be aware of
the limits of a technology and respect them. The image processing algorithm developed was
innovative for two major reasons:
(1) detection of moving fires
(2) the algorithm was especially designed for tunnel use
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1 Objectives

1.1

Specifications
Fire detection should work on colour images
o

Algorithms that can work on greyscale images, possibly at the cost of reduced
performance, are considered a strong advantage.

Detection should work in all tunnels and on all camera types with a sufficient image
quality.
Detection of fire objects of small size, as far as is possible.
o

As a minimal specification, fire objects with an apparent height of more than 10
percent of the height of the image must be detected.

Detection of fire objects is mandatory, detection of reflections of fire objects is allowed.
Moving as well as stationary flames must be detected
Limited false detection frequency:
o

1.2

less than 1 false detection per camera per month

Evaluation set

A number of representative video sequences are selected for use in algorithm development
(evaluation set):

Tunnel de Puymorens:
o

1 sequence (16 minutes) normal traffic

o

1 sequence with a flashing light (maintenance vehicle)

o

24 sequences of fire (simulation for performance test)

Tunnel de Fréjus:
o

4 sequences having flashing lights, brake light and fixed lights

Semmering Tunnel:
o

1 sequence having brake lights
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“Truck on fire” sequence:
o 1 sequence (30 minutes) of a real fire situation (See Figure 1)
Figure 1: Image from the “Truck on fire” sequence.

Figure 1: Image from the “Truck on fire” sequence.

2 Literature Study

2.1 Discussion
Only a limited number of articles are found on the subject of fire detection. Moreover, they are
limited to a small number of authors.
We will briefly discuss some of the basic ideas put forward in literature:

All algorithms found in literature are based upon colour. It is used to do a frame-based or
pixel-based classification of fire/no fire. ([1], [2], [3])
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A number of ‘improvement’ steps are applied to this initial pixel-based classification ([1],
[3]), e.g. morphological operations such as erosion or dilatation, in order to:
o

Eliminate wrongly classified pixels

o

Improve the contour of the fire objects (usually grouped together by a connected
components algorithm).

Extra criteria may be applied at frame level in order to classify a number of grouped
pixels:
o

In [1] the mean and variance of the distance of each pixel to the object’s centre of
mass is used. This variance must exceed some threshold in order to classify an
object as ‘fire’.

Moreover, to improve the classification, the objects (i.e. grouped pixels) are observed
over a number of frames. Possible characteristics that may be used:
o

Time variation of the colour of individual pixels (intensity fluctuations) ([1]).

o

Time variation of shape of the object (shape fluctuations). Therefore, the object’s
contour is further analyzed. Several techniques are employed:
Pre pixel colour variation. A pixel must regularly change its classification
from fire to no fire and vice versa ([3]).
Remark: the object may not move for this algorithm to work.
Description of the contour as a distance curve w.r.t. the centre of mass.
Description of the contour as a discrete complex function z i = xi +jyi of its
coordinates (xi, yi). This is used to calculate an FFT of which the DC
component corresponds to the centre of mass, while (the time
dependency of) the other components yields additional information about
the contour’s behaviour.

Moreover, a histogram based approach may be used as a first step instead of a pixelbased approach ([6]).
Both static and dynamic models are used (typical frequency of fire: 10Hz)

2.2 References
[1]

Moving object detection, tracking and classification for smart video surveillance; Yigithan
Dedeoglu; Thesis 2004
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[2]

Vision based fire detection; Che-Bin Liu, Narendra Ahuja; 17th International conference on
pattern recognition - 2004

[3]

Flame recognition in video; Walter Philips III, Mubarak Shah, Niels da Vitoria Lobo;
Pattern Recognition Letters – volume 23 – 2002

[4]

Real-time fire and flame detection in video; Yigithan Dedeoghu, B. Ugur Töreyin, Ugur
Güdükbay, A. Enis Cetin;

[5]

Computer vision based method for real-time fire and flame detection; B. Ugur Töreyin;
Yigithan Dedeoglu; Ugug Gudukbay, A. Enis Cetin; Pattern recognition letters – 2005

[6]

Smoke detection in tunnels using video images; Dieter Wieser, Thomas Brupbacher; 12 th
international conference on automatic fire detection – 2001

[7]

Fire and smoke detection in video; B.U. Töreyin, Y. Dedeoglu, U. Gudukbay, A. E. Cetin;
Presentation by Selim Aksoy

Abstracts:
[A]

Video analysis and Knowledge based fire detection; S. Liu, Z. Man, S. Kumar, Y. Cai;
Proceeding Visualization, Imaging and Image Processing 2003

[B]

A fuzzy logic approach to fire detection in aircraft dry bays and engine compartments;
FOO S.Y., IEEE Transactions on industrial electronics – volume 47 issue 5 – 2000

[C]

Application of artificial networks to machine vision flame detection; John A. Neal, Carlton
E. Land, Rick R. Avent, Russel J. Churchill; final report 1990 – Storming Media (Pentagon
Reports)

[D]

Machine vision fire detector system (MVFDS); A.D. Goedeke, B. Drda, G. Healey, S.
Viglione, H.G. Cross; final report 1990 – Storming Media (Pentagon Reports)

[E]

Development of a machine vision fire detection system; A.D. Goedeke, G. Healey, B.
Drda; final report 1993 – Storming Media (Pentagon Reports)
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Other information:
[S]

http://www.ee.bilkent.edu.tr/~cetin/fire.htm: demo of fire detection on parking, fire is not
moving and not saturated

[T]

http://www.fastcom.ch/pages/security_sfa.html and www.fastcom-technology.com:
supplier of fire detection

[U]

http://www.visiowave.com/index.asp?index=intelligentVideo4&S=sc13&MN3=1302:
supplier

[V]

www.axonx.com: supplier of video fire detection equipment that is mainly active in the
industrial building security market but not in the tunnel market.
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3 Evaluation of existing systems

3.1 Commercial systems

3.1.1 FastCom
Over a period of 6 days a total of 32 false alarms were detected on 3 cameras where traffic is
driving away from the camera, meaning that the negative effect of the reflections of headlights is
very limited. Analysis of the false alarms showed that the main reason for the false detections
were due to traffic queues, reflections of the sun on the entrance of the tunnel.

False Alarms

Fire

pre Fire

Smoke

pre Smoke

camera 1

22

48

0

0

camera 2

8

25

10

69

camera 3

2

4

31

218

3.1.2 Axonx
Several tens of false alarms were generated, mainly due to flash lights and blinkers of vehicles.

3.2 Academic systems

3.2.1 University of Belkint
Several false detections and a detection rate of less than 25% on the test sequences.
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4 Exploratory problem study

4.1 Observations
An exploratory study of the aforementioned video sequences yields some interesting results:
The flames usually have a saturated core, and often are nearly completely saturated.
o

Inside the saturated region, no colour information is available.

o

This is not always the case, e.g. in the “Truck on fire” sequence the flame’s core
has lower intensity.

There is a “halo” around the saturated core, of which the colour information may be used
(See Figure 2).
o

Some histograms are made of this colour distribution.

Reflections of flames are:
o

Sometimes saturated

o

In most cases not saturated

Fire object can be moving (on a vehicle) or non-moving (on a stopped vehicle)

It is important to remark that a number of situations frequently occurring in our test video
sequences are not discussed in literature:

The fire object is (partially) saturated.
The fire object is moving
o

In none of the previously mentioned articles, the detection of moving fire objects
is discussed.

o

As is apparent from previous literature discussion, this is a situation that most of
these algorithms are not able to handle.

Detection of a fire object in the presence of other light sources such as:
o

Fixed tunnel lights

o

Vehicle headlights, brake lights, flashing lights (typically of maintenance vehicles)
and their reflections on the road or on tunnel walls.

o

Highlighted road marks
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4.2 Ad hoc algorithm
Based upon the above observations, an initial ad hoc algorithm was developed, using a colourbased segmentation:

First of all, saturated pixels are detected using some saturation threshold, and grouped
into objects.
Then, the pixels around such a saturated object are examined for their colour properties.
If a sufficiently large percentage of the latter pixels satisfy the colour filter, the object is
classified as a fire object.

Figure 2: A typical fire object with saturated core and halo containing colour information.

This approach succeeded in detecting moving fire objects in some of the evaluation set.
However, it raises some concerns:

Colour characteristics of flame objects may vary from site to site
Excludes the use of greyscale images

4.3 Outline of further research
Based upon these preliminary observations, a number of possible approaches were defined:
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1. Static image analysis, including:
a. Segmentation techniques
b. Shape and/or colour analysis
2. Tracking and track-based analysis, including:
a. Tracking
b. Analysis of time-dependent behaviour of object properties
Due to its relative simplicity, the static image approach is studied first.

5 Setup of test framework and annotation

5.1 Frame wise annotation
For all video sequences of the evaluation set, a manual classification is performed, classifying
each frame into one of two categories: ‘Fire’ and ‘NoFire’. This depends on the fact whether a fire
object is visible in that frame or not.
This allows us to measure the overall performance of the algorithm, with respect to:
False Negatives: a frame is classified by the algorithm as ‘NoFire’ but is annotated as
‘Fire’
False Positives: a frame is classified by the algorithm as ‘Fire’ but is annotated as
‘NoFire’

5.2 Fire object annotation
Moreover, an additional reference annotation is performed of the individual fire objects.
This allows us to measure the performance of the algorithm in more detail, i.e.
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to measure how many of the annotated fire objects are tracked and classified as Fire
objects by the algorithm
to measure how many of the annotated fire objects are not detected by the algorithm as a
fire object
to measure how many non-fire objects are tracked and wrongly classified as a fire
objects.
The usefulness hereof becomes apparent when using a track-based approach: a frame classified
as ‘Fire’ may contain only one or more (wrongly) tracked fire objects. It is obvious that the quality
of the algorithm can be measured by the number of such tracks.
In order to do so, we have developed a simple annotation tool, where a fire object is indicated by
a single mouse click at or near its center. Thus the object’s reference track consists of the
consecutive indicated positions.
Thus a fire object tracked by the algorithm may be matched with such a reference track by
checking whether its bounding boxes contain the reference positions.
Due to it’s time intensive nature, the preceding annotation was applied only to a selection of video
sequences (about 20% of the total number of frames)
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6 Fire detection in static images

6.1 Introduction
Intuitively, a fire object may be recognized by means of its shape. In order to do so, we need to
investigate
1. Segmentation techniques, necessary to obtain objects which can be further analyzed
2. Shape and contour analysis techniques, used to distinguish between a fire object and
other objects
Based upon the results of the exploratory study we may conclude that:

Since fire objects may be moving, shape analysis must occur on individual fields instead
of the full frame, to avoid shape distortion due to movement.
A colour filter can give promising results, but this excludes the use of grayscale images.
Moreover, this technique makes implicit assumptions on the flame colour characteristics,
which may differ depending on combustible, temperature, camera properties, a.s.o.
First a further literature study is performed into these areas.

6.2 Segmentation techniques

6.2.1 Literature study

6.2.1.1

Overview
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We will give a rough and non-exhaustive overview of some segmentation techniques found in
literature. After internal discussion, the most promising techniques were selected. A low
(computational) complexity was considered an advantage.

Segment-based techniques:
o

Thresholding
Histogram-based (colour) intervals
Spatially adaptive thresholding
Pre-processing steps (Smoothing, …)

o

Watershed algorithms

o

Matching
Hough transforms
Hausdorf distance

o

Hidden Markov models

o

Fourier transforms
Edge detection
Template matching
Texture segmentation

Local edge techniques:
o

Local edge detectors
Prewitt, Sobel, Roberts, Wallis, Laplace, …

o

Improvement techniques
Edge completion
Edge thinning

o

Special techniques
Canny
Marr-Hildreth

o

Active contour methods: snakes and movels

o

Resolution increase and sub-pixel accuracy

Segmentation improvement techniques:
o

Minimal entropy

o

Morphological operations
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6.2.1.2

References

[1]

Beeldverwerking; Wilfried Philips; Universiteit Gent

[2]

Feature extraction & image processing; Mark Nixon & Alberto Aguado;
ISBN 0 7506 5078 8

[3]

Digital Image Processing; Ming Juang;
http://iria.math.pku.edu.cn/~jiangm/courses/dip/html/dip.html

[4]

The watershed transformation page; Centre de morphologie mathématique;
http://cmm.ensmp.fr/~beucher/wtshed.html

[5]

The image processing handbook; John C. Russ; ISBN 0-8493-1142-X

[6]

A tutorial on the trace transform and its applications; M. Petrou; ACIVS 2003 (invited
paper)

[7]

The generalized Hough transform; http://www.cs.may.ie/~johnmcd/SNHT/sld026.htm

[8]

Handbook of computer vision algorithms in image algebra; Gerhard X. Ritter, Joseph N.
Wilson; ISBN 0-8493-0075-4

[9]

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs);
http://www.cse.unr.edu/~bebis/MathMethods/HMM/lecture.pdf

[10]

Introduction to Hidden Markov Models;
http://www.cs.unr.edu/~bebis/MathMethods/HMM/lecture.pdf

[11]

Flame detection in video using Hidden Markov Models; B. Ugur Töreyin, Yigithan
Dedeoglu, A. Enis Cetin;

[12]

Gabor filter design for multiple texture segmentation; Thomas P. Weldon, William E.
Higgins, Dennis F. Dunn
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6.2.2 Improved segmentation algorithms
Based upon exploratory and literature study, the following improvements were investigated:

6.2.2.1

Method 1: double threshold on colour image

Idea:
If using a single threshold, the segmented fire object’s shape is not good (manual
inspection) . Thus use a second, threshold around this ‘core’ object.

Method:
First threshold determines centre of object
A second (channel-dependent) threshold is used to improve the object core
Result:
The segmented object’s shape becomes more ‘natural’ (manual inspection)

6.2.2.2

Method 2: gradient-based method on grayscale images

Idea:
Avoid the use of colour.
Attempt to be less dependent on camera or flame properties by exploiting the slope
behavior around a fire object’s ‘core’, instead of using some intensity thresholds.
Method:
Scan the image for ‘seed’ pixels, having a high intensity
Start a new object
Use morphological operations to obtain intial objects
Result:
The object ‘leaks’
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This is conformed by experiments with other operators (e.g. results from a Marr-Hildreth
edge detector : see infra)

Figure 3: result of gradient-based segmentation

Figure 4: result of Marr-Hildreth edge detection

6.2.2.3

Conclusion

Improved techniques on greyscale images, including gradient-based methods, do not yield
promising results.
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In the following, we will therefore employ the previously described improved method 1, which
gives the best results upon visual inspection. In case shape analysis results, using this technique,
are sufficient, this analysis can be applied to other techniques and their (relative) performance
may be evaluated.

6.3 Shape and contour analysis:

6.3.1 Literature study
The following descriptors are found in literature:
Area: the number of pixels in the object;
Contour: the number of pixels that touch the background
Rinner : the radius of the inner circle (the largest circle around the centre of mass that
completely goes through the object pixels – See Figure 5: definition inner and outer
circle

Green: inner circle
Red: outer circle
Figure 5: definition inner and outer circle
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Router: de radius of the outer circle (smallest circle around the centre of mass that runs
around all object pixels)
Shape factor:

4
Area
;
Contour 2

Roundness:

Area
2
Router

Aspect ratio:

Router
;
Rinner

1
Compactness:

Extent:

Area
;

Router

Area
;
Area Bounding Re ct

Convex hull: length of the contour of the convex hull;

Convex hull per contour:

convexHull
.
contour

Scaling and position invariant moments:

pq
pq
00

p q
1;
2

where:

(x

pq
x

x) p ( y

y ) q I ( x, y ) .

y
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6.3.2 Results
A manual classification of objects into a ‘Fire’ and ‘NoFire’ object set was performed. Of each
object the previously mentioned shape descriptors were (automatically) calculated. These are
used in further analysis.

6.3.2.1

Single descriptors

Some examples of results for single descriptors are given below.
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Figure 6: some examples of descriptors

To summarize, none of these are able to reliably discriminate between fire and other objects.

6.3.2.2

Two descriptors (co-occurrence)

Some examples of co-occurrence of descriptors are given below.
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Figure 7: some examples of co-occurrences

Note that, due to their definitions, some of these descriptors are obviously related.
However, we may conclude that none of these co-occurrences are able to reliably discriminate
between fire and other objects.

6.3.2.3

Multiple descriptors : Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

The goal of PCA is to find linear relations between parameters and thus
Reduce the number of parameters
Obtain linear independent parameters.
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Figure 8: PCA result

6.3.2.4

Multiple descriptors: Discriminant function analysis

Finally, a discriminant function analysis is applied. This is a technique originating from
multivariate statistical analysis. An in-depth explanation of this technique is beyond the scope of
this document and can be found in literature. Its goal is to find a combination of a set of
parameters for which the classification is optimal. The result of this optimal classification is then
calculated.
Two sets of scale- and translation-invariant descriptors were examined:

Set 1:
o

Shape Factor

o

Roundness

o

Aspect ratio

o

Compactness

o

Extent
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o

convex hull per contour

o

20

o

11

o

02

o

30

o

21

o

12

o

03

Set 2:
o

Contour

o

Rinner

o

Router

o

Shape Factor

o

Roundness

o

Aspect ration

o

Compactness

o

Extent

o

Convex hull

o

convex hull per contour

o

Bounding rectangle width

o

Bounding rectangle height

o

20

o

02

The results are:
Set 1:
o

Percentage of ‘Fire’ frames correctly classified: 94%

o

Percentage of ‘NoFire’ frames correctly classified: 79%

Set 2:
o

Percentage of ‘Fire’ frames correctly classified: 93%

o

Percentage of ‘NoFire’ frames correctly classified: 88%

Conclusion:
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These descriptor sets contain some discriminating information, since the results are well
above 50%.
However, the classification is not sufficient. Most importantly, the number of false
positives arising from this classification is well beyond acceptable rate (roughly 10 to 20%
of frames yield a false positive result).

6.4 Conclusions
Shape analysis on single images shows that, even though the object shape contains some
relevant information for classification, this is not sufficient for our purposes. Thus as a next step,
the time-dependent behaviour of fire objects is investigated.
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7 Tracking and track-based detection

7.1 Exploratory study
As a first step, a manual creation of some sample object tracks and a log of their properties is
performed. This will be used to explore the potential of a tracking approach.
Some examples are shown below (See Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11).
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Figure 9: Example of object variation: moving flame
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Figure 10: Example of object variation: brake light
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Figure 11: Example of object variation: reflection of headlight on wall

7.2 Tracking Module
In order to obtain the time-dependent behaviour of a fire object’s properties, we need to introduce
some sort of tracking mechanism. Since it is our main purpose to detect fire objects, and not to
elaborate a fully-featured tracking algorithm, we attempt to keep this tracking module as simple
as possible.

7.2.1 Image pre-processing
As a first step, the image is de-interlaced into an even and odd field. The tracking is done at fieldlevel, thus enabling us to extract object information at 50 Hz instead of 25 Hz (PAL), by treating
the even and odd fields as consecutive images.

7.2.2 Segmentation
After some experimentation, the following segmentation algorithm was used, (see 6.2.2.1)

Application of saturation filter
Object contour improvement by morphological operations
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Object boundary improvement procedure

7.2.3 Object classification
Objects are classified into two categories:
Start object: may either start a new track or continue an existing track
Continue object: may only continue an existing track

7.2.4 Tracking algorithm
The following steps are used:

Continuation of existing tracks
Start of new tracks
Removal of invalid tracks
Speed and new position estimation

7.2.4.1

Track continuation

A matching system is setup to calculate the correspondence between existing tracks and (start or
continue) objects.
The match number (0 = perfect match, infinity = no match) between a track and an object
depends on
The distance between the object and the position of the track
o

If this distance exceeds some maximum, the match number is set to infinity.

The object size
The overlap between object and track bounding boxes
o

If this overlap is zero, the match number is set to infinity

Using this matrix, the objects and tracks with the smallest match number are matched.
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7.2.4.2

Start of new Tracks

Any remaining unmatched start objects are assigned to a new track.

7.2.4.3

Removal of invalid tracks

For each track the following properties are calculated:
Continue time: the number of fields the track is assigned a continue object. Is reset to
zero if a start object is assigned to the track.
Uncertain time: the number of fields no object is assigned to the track. Reset to zero if an
object is assigned to the track
Lifetime: the number of fields the track exists
These are used for removal:
If the continue time exceeds some threshold
If the uncertain time exceeds some threshold

7.2.4.4

Speed and new position estimation

The estimated speed is calculated from the immediate speed, which in turn is measured from the
difference of the position in the current and previous field. This is used to obtain the estimated
new position (in the next field).

7.3 Simple tracking-based algorithm
Using the tracking module described in 7.2., it is now possible to implement a simple track-based
algorithm.
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7.3.1 Minimum lifetime approach
Method:

When a track exceeds some minimal lifetime, it is classified as a ‘Fire’ track.
A frame containing one or more ‘Fire’ tracks is classified as a ‘Fire’ frame.
Obviously, varying the minimal lifetime will affect performance and false alarm rates.
Results:

Without any additional filtering, this simple method yields a false positive rate of about
50% (e.g. 45% using minimum lifetime of 1.2 seconds).
It has a false negative rate of about 5%.
o

Further analysis reveals that this is almost exclusively due to 2 sequences where
only small flames are present (SeeFigure 12).

Figure 12: a scene with small flame object

This is an encouraging result. In order to improve, some additional filtering is needed.

7.3.2 Form variation filter

As indicated by the exploratory study (see 7.1.), the object form revealed the most
significant variation for fire objects. Thus it is chosen as most suitable candidate for
additional filtering.
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On top of a minimal lifetime, a track must also have a sufficiently large variation to be
classified as a ‘Fire’ track.

This approach was evaluated on the test set, using both the frame-wise annotation and the track
annotation.
Results:
A serious increase of false negatives.
Only a small loss of false positive frames.
o

However, the number of tracks wrongly classified as fire does significantly
decrease.

o

This indicates that a frame may contain several tracks classified as ‘Fire’.

o

Also, we may conclude that this filter manages to discard a significant number of
non-fire tracks.

Since a simple variation filter does not provide sufficient performance, we need to explore more
sophisticated shape filters.

7.4 Shape filters
Intuitively, we expect the shape of a flame to change more drastically, when compared to other
objects like fixed lights, vehicle lights, or even flashing lights, which we expect to have a relatively
stable shape. This intuition led us to examine a number of shape descriptors and their behaviour
through time, in order to implement a filter capable of discriminating between fire (flame) objects
and other objects.
In preceding research, the area was used as a measure for shape variation. Clearly, the shape of
an object may vary strongly while its area remains constant. Therefore, a literature survey will
yield some properties that may give a better description.
Moreover, such filters may be applied to greyscale images as well as colour images.
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7.4.1 Literature study

7.4.1.1

Overview

These algorithms can be roughly divided into two categories:

Point-based methods:
o

These points can be all contour points or a subset thereof.
If a subset is used, it may be composed of ‘feature’ points, or points
equally spaced along the contour.

o

To each point of the subset one or more local descriptors are assigned, such as:
Pixel intensity
Direction of the feature.
A set of distances to the nearest neighbours ([Shape3]).
A 2D histogram of distance and orientation of vectors connecting this
point with other points of the contour ([Shape1], [Shape2], Shape7]).

o

Comparison of objects is done by means of a search algorithm that matches
points by using their descriptors.

Curve-based methods:
o

An object is represented by a set of curves. These curves are described by
means of polynomials or splines.

o

A comparison of these shapes is performed by comparing the composing curves.

o

These methods take into account small deviations of the object and the
corresponding changes of the number of composing curves.

o

These methods use open or closed contours. No method is described to handle
internal contours, while most point-based methods can handle this situation.

7.4.1.2

[Shape1]

References

Shape matching and object recognition using shape contexts; Serge Belongie,
Jitendra Malik, Jan Puzicha; IEEE Transactions on pattern analysis and machine
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intelligence, vol. 24 no. 24, april 2002
[Shape2]

Efficient shape matching using shape contexts; Grego Mori, Serge Belongie, Jitendra
Malik; IEEE Transactions on pattern analysis and machine intelligence, vol. 27 no. 11,
november 2005

[Shape3]

Distance sets for shape filters and shape recognition; Cosmini Grigorescu, Nicolai
Petkov; IEEE Transactions on image processing, vol. 12, no. 10, october 2003

[Shape4]

Matching and retrieval of distorted and occluded shapes using dynamic programming;
Euripides G.M., Aristeidis Diplaros, Evangelos Milios; IEEE Transactions on pattern
analysis and machine intelligence, vol. 24, no. 11, november 2002

[Shape5]

Matching shapes with self-intersections: application to leaf classification; Farzin
Mokhtarian, Sadegh Abbasi; IEEE Transactions on image processing, vol. 13, no. 5,
may 2004

[Shape6]

Shape similarity measure based on correspondence of visual parts; Longin Jan
Latecki, Rolf Lakämper; IEEE Transactions on pattern analysis and machine
intelligence, vol. 22, no. 10, october 2000

[Shape7]

Robustness of shape descriptors to incomplete contour representations; Anarta
Ghosh, Nicilai Petkov; IEEE Transactions on pattern analysis and machine
intelligence, vol. 27, no. 11, november 2005

7.4.2 XOR-based shape filters
Due to the (computational) complexity of the filters described in 6.4.1, a different approach was
chosen.
Since we are interested in the change between two consecutive objects in a track, we will
investigate properties of the XOR area. This area consists of pixels that are part of one of these
two objects, but not of both. To allow for a more correct comparison, the objects are first shifted
so that their centre of mass corresponds.
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XOR

X

Figure 14: XOR area

We expect a fire object to have a large variation over time, meaning that the surface of the XOR
area can be used as a measure for this variation. If this exceeds some threshold, on object is
classified as fire.
This filter did not yield satisfactory results. Thus a number of improvements were developed and
studied:

Weighted XOR area, where the weight is the distance to the contour of the AND object
o

The AND object consists of pixels present in both objects.

Calculate sum of gray value absolute differences of pixels in the XOR area
Application of (Gaussian) smoothing before comparing both objects
Gray value correlation of both objects
After evaluation, it was observed that none of these filters gained significant improvement at
discriminating fire objects from other objects.
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8 Improved Tracking-based algorithm
8.1 Problem Analysis
At this stage of the project, an analysis was done in order to sum up the remaining problems, and
determine their relative importance.
Manual inspection and previous studies indicates that remaining problem areas include:

Vehicle headlights
Vehicle brake lights
Reflections of headlights
Reflections of brake lights
Small flames
Static tunnel lights
Vehicle flashing lights
Highlighted road marks
Camera iris effects
A supporting quantitative analysis was performed, by dividing wrongly classified tracks into the
following categories:

Large versus small objects
o

an object with height over 10% of the image height is considered large.

Far away versus close :
o

In each scene a horizontal divisor line was set manually to distinguish both

On road surface versus on road plane
o

For each scene, bottom of tunnel walls are marked manually by a line.

It was found that:
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Most of the false positive tracks were associated with small objects, which are far away
from the camera
Most of the remaining false positive tracks were located a the tunnel walls (mainly
reflections and fixed tunnel lights)
o

Also some reflections on road plane remain.

8.2 Improved segmentation, tracking and filtering

8.2.1 Body percentage filter
Manual inspection revealed that objects wrongly classified as ‘Fire’ objects, often had an irregular
and ‘thin’ structure. This inspired us to develop a filter, where any object with a body percentage
below some threshold, is discarded.
It turns out that a ‘body-based’ filter [Shape3] was successful at significantly reducing the number
of objects wrongly classified as Fire objects (false positives), without much effect on the detection
of actual fire objects (no significant increase of false negatives).

8.2.2 Improved background filter
An improved background filter was introduced to eliminate any static light sources, like
(predominantly) tunnel lights or (less frequently) highlighted road marks.
The introduction of this filter was shown to eliminate the majority of the false positives on fixed
tunnel lighting, and on the remaining (after body percentage filter) highlighted road marks (See
Figure 15).
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Figure 15: A scene (left) with its saturation background (right)

Initially, this background was obtained manually by generating a saturation background from a
frame without vehicles. After demonstration of its effect, a background update mechanism was
devised.

8.2.3 Tracking optimization
Flashing lights are a resilient problem since they exhibit a strongly fluctuating behavior. However,
by imposing more strict conditions on the tracking, we were able to filter out these objects.
This may be explained by the fact that such a track roughly consists of a large object (light is on),
followed by some small objects (light is off). By imposing more strict conditions on tracking, some
of these small objects are not allowed into the track. By also reducing the allowed uncertain time
(see 7.2.4.3.), these tracks are then removed before they gain sufficient lifetime for detection.
An optimization procedure was performed in order to avoid a significant loss in detection
performance.
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8.2.4 Suppression of reflections on tunnel walls
Different reflections on tunnel walls may differ significantly one from another in shape, intensity
and colour, depending on the light source, location, tunnel illumination, …. Therefore an analysis
of these reflections for common properties does not seem feasible.
Thus another approach was chosen, i.e. attempting to link a reflection to its original light source.
Several difficulties should be taken into account:

Detection of primary light sources (mainly headlights).
Determination of tunnel geometry.
Use of these geometric properties in order to link a reflection to its source.
After exploring this approach more deeply, it turned out to be overly complex and was
abandoned.

8.2.5 Optimized colour filtering
Visual inspection indicated that headlights (and their reflections) have colour characteristics that
are different from fire objects. Therefore, an optimization procedure was applied to the
saturation/colour segmentation (see 4.2. and 6.2.2.1.) for all Puymorens sequences.
The result of this optimization was that all headlights and a large part of the remaining reflections
were filtered out in the segmentation phase.

8.3 Conclusion
After algorithm and parameter optimization (see supra), satisfactory results where obtained on
the evaluation set.
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